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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
My message for 2014 is really one of gratitude.
Thank you to all the men and women of the
mining industry that continue to make strides of
progress toward our goal of zero harm.
Zero harm to our people, our processes, our
workplaces, our communities and our planet.
The mining industry continues to be a leader in
reducing and managing risk in the workplace.
This in spite of the fact that our workplaces
have very unique challenges regarding
geographical locations, tools used and material
moved.
It is with pride I say our industry continues to
move forward with continuous improvement
regarding emergency preparedness, crisis
management and risk prevention. The skills of
the people that work in this great industry afford
it the benefits of world class performance.

Kirk Regular, 2015
Manitoba Mine Rescue is a model emergency response program with up to date technology
and procedures that solidifies confidence in our industry that highly trained competent teams
are ready when required. The exemplary commitment of the men and women involved in the
Mine Rescue program is matched only by their performance both in training exercises and real
emergencies.
MAPAM is about to transform its existence to enhance the mission statement. It will integrate
even further into the Mining Association of Manitoba forging a tighter connection to the operating
mining industry in Manitoba.
We are excited as a group of safety professionals to journey through these next few months.
Stay tuned as we keep you posted regarding structure and continued service.
So as I close, again I say thanks to all who have a part in making mining in Manitoba one of the
safest industries to work in.
- Kirk Regular, President, Mines Accident Prevention Association of Manitoba
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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR OF RISK MANAGEMENT
Gone in a flash of time, are 30 years of an incredibly
rewarding and unforgettable career. During that time, my
work and the work of MAPAM was punctuated with a strong
sense of purpose and an unwavering passion to help make
Manitoba Mines the safest in the world.
That journey was difficult, posing overwhelming challenges
and in some cases, regrettable failures. Those who
persevered to improve safety in Manitoba mines can stand
with their heads held high and although our industry has not
yet achieved zero loss, zero harm we can state with pride that
our efforts toward continuous safety improvement is ongoing
and achievable.
We should be proud of our current safety performance but
should never consider our work to be complete until every
mine worker arrives home at the end of their shift affected only
by the passage of time.
I feel honoured to be part MAPAM and allowed to be part of
that incredible journey but I did not travel that long and difficult
road without help. I acknowledge, with pride mine workers
Barrie Simoneau, 1979
who without them there would be no mines; worker representatives who continue to be the conscience
of our industry while providing guidance and support; emergency response personnel who are always
there to help someone in trouble, mine management who provides a leadership role and who no
longer accepts that accidents and injury are acceptable; to the mines inspectors who are a welcome
“second set of eyes” in our workplaces and to our service providers who have been extremely
supportive over the years.
Finally, to the MAPAM board members, the consummate professionals who have been so instrumental
in providing guidance and support to me and to position MAPAM front and centre on the world stage.
Over the years, I have witnessed the transformation of MAPAM board members. It is with respect
and admiration that I now watch as these well seasoned safety professionals speak with one voice to
improve working conditions and protect mine workers.
In this my final year, I will leave MAPAM knowing that our work is important and that our collective
safety and health efforts make a positive contribution to safety in Manitoba mines.
- Barrie Simoneau, Director of Risk Management, Mines Accident Prevention Association of Manitoba
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INTRODUCTION
The Mid-West Metal Mining Association was formed in 1940 and was rebranded as the
Mining Association of Manitoba (MAMI) in 1967.
In the spring of 1961, the MAMI Board of Directors, in discussion with association
representatives from British Columbia, Ontario, Quebec and Manitoba Cabinet
Ministers, determined that it was appropriate to form an accident prevention association
for Manitoba mines.
Consequently, the Mines Accident Prevention
Association of Manitoba was established in 1962
with a mandate to “Promote and carry on the work of
prevention of accidents in the industries operated by
its members and generally to represent its members in
connection with the administration of the Workmen's
Compensation Act.”
At the October 22, 1999 meeting of the MAPAM Board
of Directors the following was recorded in the minutes:
•

MAPAM is a valuable asset to the mining industry.

•
1.
2.
3.

Three roles were discussed:
Core mandate of MAPAM
How MAPAM services its members
MAPAM's relationship with government

•

Other issues included a higher visibility of MAPAM
in mining communities and Manitoba, development
of a web site and that safety issues undertaken
by MAPAM focus more on collective, rather than
individual company issues.

In 2000, MAPAM’s mandate was re-aligned to be more reflective of the changing safety
culture in Manitoba’s mining industry, “As leaders in the field of mining health and safety,
we will work to continuously improve and implement leading edge accident prevention
actions/programs while interfacing to positively impact legislation/regulations.”
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INTRODUCTION (continued...)
Although MAPAM’s mandate was restated, the following core deliverables did not
change, however the level of sophistication of those deliverables did;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide timely and quality service to Association members
Provide “state of the art” advice on accident prevention and risk mitigation
Emergency planning, preparedness and response
Safety and Risk Management Training
Auditing
Government Relations
Health and Safety Legislation
Workers Compensation
International Codes and Standards
Providing local, national and international advice on safety and emergency response
matters
Compiling Accident and Injury Statistics
Presence on high profile Boards, Commissions and Committees
Involvement in special projects
Other activities to represent the MAPAM members and promote safety and health
excellence in the mining industry.

Over its 52 years of existence, MAPAM has retained only six people as safety, industrial
hygiene or risk management practitioners.
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MAPAM: from the beginning

1961 Manitoba Mine Rescue Champions, San Antonio #2 team
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MAPAM: 1962
1962
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporated January 31, 1962, Letters Patent and by-laws established
President: Mr. Reynolds, San Antonio Gold Mine/Vice President: Mr. Banasiuk, Inco
Membership fees $4.00 per employee per year
Budget revenue $18,400 & expenditures $17,100 -19,800
Secretary Treasurer: Mr. Roper @ $3,000 per year (25% of MAMI salary)
Safety Director to be hired @ $7,450 -10,000 per year
Mine Rescue and Mine Rescue Competitions (judges to travel)
Manitoba Mining Regulation rewrite and present for consideration
Industrial Education (first aid training, accident prevention, job instruction and safety)
Safety guards to be installed at point of manufacture
Dialogue with WCB imperative
Accident statistics compiled monthly
Government relations: keep them informed, liaison will lead to better understanding
of all parties
Safety Director
*report to the Board of Directors
*conduct inspections upon request
*provide educational and counselling services to members (accident prevention,
silicosis, accident statistics, WCB etc.)

Incorporated January 1962

1962
Manitoba
Mine Rescue
Champions,
San Antonio
#2 team
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MAPAM: 1963-1968
1963
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WCB Merit Rating
Explosive safety
CPR - HBM&S purchases a rescuscianne
Neil George Safety Course
Association joins National Safety Council
Accident Investigation Form developed, industrial noise examined, school essays
initiated
CIM meetings (safety a key focus)
Prescription eyewear an issue

1964
•
•

Annual X-Rays for silicosis
Correspondence Safety Courses introduced

1965
•

Hank Bloy engaged as Secretary Treasurer to Midwest Metal Mining Association and
MAPAM, Jim Jeffries hired as Safety Director

1966
•
•

Introduction of MAPAM Safety Awards, Lateiner Course introduced
Wint Newman becomes a Director of MAPAM

1967
•
•
•
•

First Aid Competition at Inco
WCB Rates $1.15 per hundred of payroll to max. of $6,000 (1966), $1.75 per
hundred of payroll to max. of $6,000 (1967)
Light Duty Preferred Work Initiatives introduced: targeted at reducing 1 - 5 day LTA's
& doctors to be provided with various types of preferred work and work available
Mining Association of Manitoba Inc. becomes a member (name change reflected)

1968
•
•

BG-174s in mine rescue stations

Introduction of BG-174 into Manitoba Mine Rescue Stations
MAPAM receives National Safety Council Association Safety Award for 1967/68
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MAPAM: 1969-1971
1969
•
•
•

Job Hazard Analysis
WCB Accident Prevention Department requested MAPAM to conduct Neil George
and Lateiner training for them
Film library started

1970
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teams brought to central location

Mine Rescue Competition held in Flin Flon, first time teams were brought to a central
location
MAPAM reception endorsed
Concerns raised regarding WCB Penalty Assessment
New Mine Rescue Trophy donated by MAMI
Drug Use in mines beginning to be a concern
Qualification of Mines Inspectors challenged
OH & S Committees begin to take form

1971
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jim Jefferies resigns and rehired @$13,500 per year
FELT Program Introduced (Falls, Explosives, Loose and Tramming)
Additional day added to Mine Rescue Competition to facilitate Mine Tours
Total Loss Control
concepts introduced
Hearing Loss Claims
accepted by WCB
Union Representatives
request to accompany
Mines Inspectors on
inspection tours

Tanco, 1971
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MAPAM: 1972-1976
1972
•
•
•
•

MAPAM newsletter pilot project tested (unsuccessful)
Head Protection with attached muffs examined
Mining industry has a $2 million deficit with the WCB
Mr. Schubert proposes that Mine Rescue Instructors meet with him twice per year

1973
•
•

Select Pits and Quarries invited to join MAPAM (unsuccessful)
Advanced Mine Rescue training introduced, CSA Certifies Safety Belts and Life Lines

1974
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced training introduced

Ruttan's request to participate in 1974 Mine Rescue Competition rejected due to
timing and budget issues
MAPAM Board challenges the relevance of frequency and severity statistics as a
measure of safety performance
Local (in-house) mine rescue competitions commence
Safe Behaviour Reinforcement introduced
MAPAM offices move to the Holiday Inn complex
Pre-employment audiometric testing established

1975
•
•
•
•
•

Ham Commission undertaken in Ontario
Safety Seminar held in Thompson
WCB costs escalate
CSA undertakes Roll Protection Standard
MAPAM conducts training for Keewatin College

1976
•
•
•
•
•

Noise Surveys conducted at various mine sites
Decision to produce "Basic Accident Course" on film, cost $12,000
MAPAM joins Canada Safety Council
Workplace Safety and Health Act being formulated
Fire resistant hydraulic fluids a topics of discussion
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MAPAM: 1977-1978
1977
•
•
•
•

5 star rating plan presented - opportunity for involvement
Jim Jeffries requests permission to do external consulting
Mine Rescue Superintendent not providing required service, Ontario called in to
assist
Tom Farrell becomes active in MAPAM

1978
•
•
•
•
•

Recommendation to hold joint MAMI/MAPAM meetings (lukewarm response)
Review of joint OH&S committees (functioning well)
Asbestos becomes an issue
Terms of reference established for the investigation into health and safety conditions
in the mining industry
Jim Jeffries resigns to go consulting

1977 Manitoba Provincial Mine Rescue Competition winners, HBMS
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MAPAM: 1979-1982
1979
•
•
•
•
•
•

Role of MAPAM discussed
Safety Director to be filled by an Industrial Hygienist
WCB Act amended
Manitoba declines participation in the National Mine Rescue competition
Mr. DeVito hired as the MAPAM Industrial Hygienist
Outside assistance brought in to assist with mine rescue training

WCB Act amended

1980
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industrial Hygienist resigns, Mr. Tarnava hired as Health and Safety Specialist
Emergency planning for disasters discussed and finalized
Health and Safety seminar held
Wright Report tabled 77 recommendations, tripartite format
Federal Government introduces regulations for handling, shipping, and labeling of
hazardous materials
MAPAM opposes the transfer of the Mines Inspectors to the Department of Labour
Right of refusal begins to be an issue of concern

1981
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Braking systems on trackless mobile equipment discussed
Mr. Tarnava terminated
MAPAM invited to submit 3 names for consideration for the tripartite committee
regarding health and safety in mines
Audit process for mines discussed
Mr. Fortier hired as MAPAM Industrial Hygienist
Hearing Conservation Regulation proposed
Lampe Report on WCB reviewed

1982
•
•
•
•
•

Health and safety seminar held
WCB rate at $2.00 per hundred
Mr. Fortier's work focused on Industrial Hygiene issues
Part-time management/labour WCB committee dissolved, replaced with 3 political
appointees,consultation stifled
First Aid Regulation under review
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MAPAM: 1983-1984
1983
•
•

•
•
•

Poor economic conditions require mine rescue judges to travel to mine sites for
annual competition
Government forms an Environmental Department with responsibility for all
environmental matters, safety and health, worker advisor, WCB, clean environment
commission etc.
MAPAM dangerous occurrence report distribution examined, better cooperation
requested
Workplace Safety and Health Act and the WCB Act both amended
Working Alone Regulation proposed

1984
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hank Bloy retires, Wint Newman replaces him
Accident frequency now calculated using 200,000 hours
Mines Inspectors officially transferred to Workplace Safety and Health Department
Discussion to restructure MAPAM, Mr. Fortier terminated
Operation of Mines Regulation introduced in draft form
Decision to charge 15% of Wint's salary rather than 25% to MAPAM
Mine Rescue Competition to be held in Flin Flon
Future format of MAPAM discussed, proposal formulated by sub committee
Task oriented style for the mine rescue competition was rejected

Mines Inspectors department transfer

Sherrit Gordon, Fox Lake Mine, 1984 Competition winners
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MAPAM: 1985-1987
1985
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mr. Simoneau joins MAPAM
MAPAM moves to 700-305 Broadway
Auditor notes that the $135,000 surplus should be reduced to a one year operating
surplus
Long service mine rescue awards approved
MAPAM objectives discussed, Safety Director to have a higher profile
PCB's now an issue
WCB Act under review, Tom Farrell appointed to Review Committee
Asbestos Code contemplated
Safety Director qualified as a loss control auditor
Logo adopted
Joint MAMI/MAPAM meeting proposed (no interest)
CCOHS up and running, funding an issue

Association logo created

1986
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brass safety lamps approved for the mine rescue competition
Decision made to not participate in national mine rescue competition
ETF formed
Definition established for accident statistics
CSSE discussed
MAPAM supports Manitoba Safety Council efforts
MAPAM severs ties with National Safety Council
Consideration of a diamond drilling school
First discussion of holding the mine rescue competition underground
Hearing conservation audio visual produced by MAPAM
Demming philosophy appears on the scene
Three day waiting period proposed for WCB claims

1987
•
•
•
•

MAPAM safety award program not being used as well as it could
Incident reports not being submitted by member companies
WHMIS training begins
MAPAM provide training on the Workplace Safety & Health Act and the Operation of
Mines Regulation
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MAPAM: 1988

1988 Manitoba Provincial Mine Rescue Competition teams

1988
•
•
•

MAPAM purchases word processing equipment
Mine rescue competition begins format changes
Questions were raised regarding the mine rescue instructor's training seminar
• Mr. Ron Hunt appointed to the CSA Mine
Electrical Mechanical Safety Steering
Committee
• MAPAM presents a paper at the
Manitoba Safety Council
• MAPAM represents Manitoba at the
MAPAO Conference in Sudbury
• WCB information seminar held in
Thompson
• Workplace Safety and Health Conference
proposed
• WHMIS compliance audit protocols
recommended

1988 Flin Flon team
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MAPAM: 1989-1993
1989
•
•
•
•

WCB adopts new classification and experience rating system
High visibility materials examined for underground application
Blasting questionnaire developed
New approaches to accident prevention discussed

1990
•
•
•
•

Worplace Safety & Health Advisory Council examines accident prevention incentive
programs
Review of Operation of Mine Regulation commences
Interprovincial cooperation regarding mine rescue was approved
Mr. Simoneau appointed as part-time appeal commissioner on WCB

1991
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technicians qualified for BG-174s

Mutual assistance agreements informally established between Ontario and
Saskatchewan
Decision to qualify technicians for BG-174's
Modified work being considered by Ryan Trophy Awards Committee
MAPAM supports CSSE initiatives
Effectiveness of stench warning systems discussed
Mine Safety Conference put on hold

1991 Manitoba
Provincial Mine
Rescue Competition
winner, Inco
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MAPAM: 1992-1993
1992
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency preparedness and response capabilities questioned
1992 National Mine Rescue Competition canceled
Wint Newman retires and Barney Kovac replaces him
Rimer Alco demonstrates an oxygen generating unit for underground mines
CSA interested in setting standards for mine rescue in underground mines

1993
•
•
•
•

Operation Tommy Knocker test complete
Revised Operation of Mines Regulation in place
Managerial training program for emergency preparedness recommended
Standing Committee established to review the Operation of Mines Regulation on a
regular basis

1993 Snow Lake team

1993 competition
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MAPAM: 1994-1996
1994
•
•
•
•
•

Tommy Knocker II test conducted in Timmins
Barney Kovacs resigns from MAMI/MAPAM
Ed Huebert joins the Associations
Levitt's Biopak 240 tested for suitability in underground mines
Manitoba Labour asked to prepare an emergency response training program for the
Manitoba mining industry

1995
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rope rigging seminar conducted for mine rescue personnel
Bravery awards discussed (not supported)
Credibility of Ryan Trophy Awards raised
MAPAM review concluded that the objectives, activities and values still meet the
requirements of the original mandate
Saskatchewan Mining Association makes an informal request to use MAPAM
services
In order to mitigate expenses, companies would cover travel expenses when
requesting MAPAM services
MIACC Manitoba formulated, Mr. Simoneau a co-chair, internet link considered
Mr. Simoneau assumes role of CSSE National President

1996
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compensation Review Committee on compensation formulated
WCB establishes bipartite committee to deal with disability management issues
Medical fitness of mine rescue personnel questioned
NAFTA Conference proposed
WCB unfunded liability retired
Elevated platform committee established
Per diem rate established for providing service to non member companies
Risk management techniques introduces
Mr. Simoneau appointed to MIACC Board of Directors representing MAC
Bill Schubert retires, MAPAM assumes responsibility

Risk Management techniques begin
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MAPAM: 1997-1998
1997
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workplace Safety and Health Act penalties increased by tenfold
Mr. Simoneau appointed to the WCB Board of Directors
Roland Simard appointed to represent Manitoba on the Ryan Trophy Awards
Committee
Operation of Mines Regulation user friendly index developed
Mine rescue transition committee established
Proposal to cost share Provincial mine rescue competition
Critical Incident Stress Management introduced in a more formal manner
Emergency response during shaft sinking raised
Mutual aid agreement document to be developed
Track equipment and electrical storms raised
1997 Mine Rescue
Instructor’s Seminar, Mines
Branch

1998
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Meet the Miners‘ is held

Standing committee deals with brakes, proximity sensors, remote control equipment,
canopies on underground equipment
Meet the Miners a huge success
MAPAM gets involved with the AMP process (Environmental Accident Reporting)
MAPAM Compensation Seminar held
First Nation Engineering Proposal not supported
Low flash point, low sulphur fuels being contemplated for underground use
Mine rescue stations audited
Technician training and succession planning ongoing
Future of BG-174 discussed
Modular Management Training Course on emergency response planning
recommended
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MAPAM: 1999-2000
1999
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety Director's title changed to Director of Risk Management
Fall arrest a topic of sub committee
Seat belts on trucks and scooptrams raised
Support for MIACC stops
Communication protocols for Standing Committee Established
Guidelines for emergency preparedness and response planning for underground
mines established
Presentation made at NAALC conference

2000
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mission Statement changes

WCB Board of Directors
Advisory Council representing CSSE professional and technical
Attend ETF meetings
Attended Mining Millennium Conference
Presentation to Ryan Trophy Safety Awards Committee
Prepare Annual Report for Annual Board of Director's Meeting
Mine Rescue Instructors Meeting
Test of BG-4
Attend MASHA safety Conference
Preliminary work on seat belt report in Sudbury and North Bay
Prepare and present Consequences of a Workplace Accident Seminar
Attend Inco local competition in Thompson
Attend HBM&S local competition in Flin Flon
Prepare and present 2000 mine rescue
competition
Prepare for Meet the Miners 2000
Act & Regulation training for HBM&S
WCB symposium in PEl
Presentation at International Mine Rescue
Conference in Las Vegas
Audit for New Britannia Mine
Audit for Tanco
MAPAM Mission Statement changes
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MAPAM: 2001-2002
2001
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mr. Simoneau reappointed to the WCB Board of Directors
No fatal accidents in 2001
Minister Becky Barrett initiated public consultations on the sate of workplace safety
and health in the province of Manitoba
Injury frequency rate of 1.3 time loss injuries per 100 workers was a significant
achievement
Seat Belt Report was completed and forwarded to Standing Committee the
Operations to Mines Regulation to review
Atomic Energy Canada Limited – (URL) was the first company to replace their BG174’s with the new BG-4
Provincial Mine Rescue Competition hosted by Hudson Bay Mining & Smelting Co.
Ltd. in Flin Flon (2nd year in a row), the competition was held underground in a
production mine

2002
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Closure of Ruttan Mine operated by Hudson Bay Mining & Smelting Co. Ltd. and
closure of Bissett Mine operated by Harmony Gold Canada Inc.
Workplace Safety and Health Act was revised
Mr. Simoneau’s tenure as a member of the WCB Board of Directors ended
TANCO second company to purchase BG-4’s
Mine Rescue teams deployed 3x during the year, all responses were minor in nature
and were deemed precautionary than emergency
Retirement of Dennis Hydamaka
Atomic Energy Canada Limited – (URL) was the Provincial Mine Rescue winning
team that was held in New Brittania Mine

Ruttan & Bissett mines close
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MAPAM: 2003-2005
2003
•
•

•

Ed Huebert leaves the Association to take on new responsibilities as the Deputy
Minister of Environment, Yukon
David Markham replaces Ed Huebert in November 2003 and assumed the position
of Executive Vice President of the Mining Association of Manitoba Inc. and
Secretary/Treasurer of MAPAM
MAPAM was involved in national safety promotion while collaboration with the
Canadian Society of Engineering, the Mines and Aggregated Safety and Health
Association, the Mining Association of Canada, the National Western Regional Mine
Rescue Committee and other associations and agencies

2004
•

•
•
•
•

Frequency rate of 1.02 is the lowest industry average ever recorded in the 44 years
that the Mines Accident Prevention Association of Manitoba has been recording
injury statistics
MAPAM continued to provide training, auditing, and advisory services for the
membership
Mr. Simoneau was appointed as chair of the National Western Regional Mine
Rescue Committee
Roland Simard, steps down as MAPAM President as his term ends
Ian Cooper, Hudson Bay Mining & Smelting Co. Ltd. will assume the role of
Association President for 2005 & 2006

Lowest
freqency
rate
ever
recorded
2005
•

•
•

•

Industry is pleased to report that no fatal accidents have been recorded during
the period 2001-2005, successes are directly attributable to the diligence and
commitment of everyone in the industry
The severity rate drops from 37.8 in 2004 to 29.1 in 2005
The review of the Workers Compensation Act is completed, 100 consensus based
recommendations made by the committee were considered to be a reasonable
compromise to achieve a balance among employers, labour and injured workers
MAPAM, MAMI and member companies continue to work with the Apprentice Board
to deal with regulation related to trades and apprenticeship matters
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MAPAM: 2006-2007
2006
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of people working in the Manitoba mining industry rose slightly in 2006 from
3,515 to 3,756
Simoneau was appointed as the Advisory Chair to Canada’s Chief Inspector of
Mines Accident Prevention Association of Manitoba
Two key issues the Advisory Group will address over the next two years:
establishment of an emergency preparedness and response website and
development of a reference document for refuge stations design considerations
MAPAM prepared and presented the Emergency Preparedness and Planning and
Response Summit for Canada’s Underground Mines in September 2006
Workplace Safety and Health Regulation 217/2006 was completed in 2006 and will
be law on February 1, 2007
Roland Simard received a long service recognition as a MAPAM President and
Board member from 1984-2006
Rodren Drilling, the diamond drill sector organized the Canadian Diamond Drill
Association Western Safety Group in February 2006
Simoneau reappointed as an Appeal Commissioner to the Workers Compensation
Board of Manitoba for a two year term
Provincial Manitoba Mine Rescue Competition was hosted by Inco, Thompson, MB
in conjunction with the 50th anniversary of the year of discovery

2007
•
•
•
•

David Markham left the Association in September 2007 to take on a new role in Vale
Inco, Thompson, MB
The number of people working in the Manitoba mining industry increased almost
10% in 2007 from 3,756 to 4,128
MAPAM welcomed Dumas Contracting Limited as an Associate member in May
2007
For two years in a row, Inco has been awarded a John T. Ryan Award for excellence
in safety performance

Increased number of workers
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MAPAM: 2008
2008
•
•
•
•

•

David Crockett, President, left the Association in October 2008 to take on a new
venture in Vale Inco’s Indonesian project
Ed Huebert returns to the Association after a few years
Pam Marsden joins the Association as the Director of Communications.
Effective January 1, 2009 any mine operator, mine contractor or diamond drill
company who exceeds the minimum membership fee requirements as determined
by MAPAM’s Board of Directors and is in good standing, will be granted full voting
status, and a certificate of membership
The Emergency Preparedness, Planning and Response Summit hosted by MAPAM
in Winnipeg, MB is a huge
success with 36 speakers
and 115 registrants
• Canada’s Chief Mine
Inspectors endorse Barrie
Simoneau as the Canadian
representative on national
and international matters
• Mr. Simoneau and Bill
Comaskey continue to work
with the John T. Ryan Awards
Committee
• MAPAM continues to
be active with both the
Employers Task Force on
Safety and Compensation
(ETF) and the Manitoba
Employers Council (MEC)
• Denis Beaudoin,
Cementation Canada Inc.
will assume the role of
Association President for
2009 & 2010 and is the
first contractor to hold this
position
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MAPAM: 2009
2009
•
•

•

•
•
•

Manitoba mining industry is proud to announce that our safety statistics are the best
ever recorded, Manitoba reached a .06 rate for time loss accidents (LTA’s)
September, Barrie Simoneau, Advisory Chair to the Canadian Association of Chief
Inspectors of Mines, attended and presented to the 4th International Mine Rescue
Body (IMRB) Conference, held in the Czech Republic
The two teams competing in the Ninth National Western Regional Mine Rescue
Competition held in Fernie, are Atomic Energy Canada Limited – (URL) and Hudson
Bay Mining & Smelting Co. Ltd. Flin Flon
Vale’s Birchtree Mine captured the John T. Ryan Regional Trophy
Standing Sub Committee (Advisory Council) met throughout 2009 to discuss
proposed changes to the Operation of Mines Regulation 228-94
MAPAM is planning for the upcoming 3rd Biennial Emergency Preparedness,
Planning and Response Summit for the Canadian Mining Industry to be held in
Saskatoon, SK, theme is “Vision for the Future”

2009 Manitoba Provincial Mine Rescue Competition teams
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MAPAM: 2010-2012
2010
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MAPAM/MAMI purchases new boardroom furniture
MAPAM and Wildcat co-host an Exploration Safety Workshop at the University of
Manitoba
Manitoba Provincial Mine Rescue Competition hosted by San Gold, held at the Union
Centre Parkade, Winnipeg, MB
Pam Marsden is appointed as part-time Appeal Commissioner with the WCB
Mr. Simoneau attends a business venture in Beijing, China
MAPAM hosts the 3rd Biennial Emergency Preparedness, Planning and Response
Summit in Saskatoon, SK
Mr. Simoneau along with Draeger Canada attend the 100 Year Anniversary of Mine
Rescue in Germany
Atomic Energy Canada Limited – (URL) caps the underground at the Pinawa mine site

2011
•
•
•
•
•

Manitoba Provincial Mine Rescue Competition to be hosted by Vale, Thompson, MB
10th National Western Regional Mine Rescue Competition to be held in Fernie, BC
Pre-planning meetings scheduled for the upcoming 5th International Mine Rescue Body
(IMRB) Conference to be held in Niagara Fall, ON
Minister of Labour, Jennifer Howard appoints Ed Huebert for the Labour Management
Board Committee member
Future of MAPAM Succession Planning Committee is created

2012

CaNickel goes into care and maintenance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pam Marsden resigns & Renae Campbell is hired as Director of Communications and
Administration
Mr. Simoneau is asked to serve on a committee that will examine a Manitoba injury
prevention strategy following a 2010 Myers Norris Penny report
Members acknowledge their safety processes that have led to significant improvement in
injury statistics
Operation of Mines Regulation becomes law on April 1, 2012
Mr. Simoneau is reappointed as part-time appeal commissioner
Mr. Don Hurst is appointed Chief Prevention Officer, leads round table discussions with
MAPAM to develop a joint coordination plan for prevention in 2013
MAPAM hosts Northern Manitoba Safety Workshop in The Pas, MB
CaNickel is placed in care and maintenance
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MAPAM: 2013
2013
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Succession planning discussion continues for Director of Risk Management position.
First MAMI/MAPAM joint board meeting is held in Winnipeg, MB
The 11th National Western Region Mine Rescue Competition is held on September
6-7, 2013, with Hudbay attending as a qualified team
The 6th International Mines Rescue Body Conference takes place in Niagara
Falls and Sudbury, with Mr. Barrie Simoneau & Renae Campbell being part of the
organizing committee
Vale’s T1 mine is awarded the regional John T. Ryan Trophy
Mr. Kirk Regular assumes the role of President, Mines Accident Prevention
Association of Manitoba
The Manitoba Provincial Mine Rescue Competition is hosted in Winnipeg, Hudbay
Flin Flon wins for the second year in a row
First MAMI/MAPAM strategic plan is developed

Canada hosts IMRB 2013

IMRB 2013
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MAPAM: 2014
2014
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Association website is launched
MAMI/MAPAM joint board meeting is held in Winnipeg, MB
Association office at 305 Broadway undergoes complete renovations
Member average employee numbers decreased and some members not renewing
Manitoba Provincial Mine Rescue Competition is held in Thompson, MB, hosted by
Vale, Hudbay Snow Lake wins the annual competition
Members ask for a permanent exemption from NO2 levels
Increase in stop work orders, administrative penalties change, there are also new
regulations
Tanco & Graymont are honoured as John T. Ryan award recipients
Discussion on members in good standing (attendance at 50% of the meetings per
year, and fees cannot be in arrears for 3 months or more)
Strategic Plan is discussed, new organization structure is confirmed, and modified
fee structure for 2015 is determined
Both MAMI/MAPAM are a presence at the Manitoba Mines & Minerals Convention,
with reserved booth space
All banking and financial records are now automated
Director of Risk Management elects retirement date of June 30, 2015

New website launched

2014 Manitoba Provincial Mine Rescue Competition teams
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OUR STAFF AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Staff
Barrie Simoneau
Director of Risk Management
Mines Accident Prevention Association of
Manitoba/Mining Association of Manitoba Inc.
Ed Huebert
Executive Vice President & Secretary/Treasurer
Mining Association of Manitoba Inc./Mines
Accident Prevention Association of Manitoba
Renae Campbell
Director of Communications & Administration
Mining Association of Manitoba Inc./Mines
Accident Prevention Association of Manitoba

Board of Directors
MAPAM’s Board of Directors is comprised of safety and risk management professionals
from operating mines, mine contractors and diamond drilling sectors.
Kirk Regular
President
Vale - Manitoba Operations
Thompson

Ian J. Cooper
Vice President
Hudbay
Flin Flon and Snow Lake
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OUR STAFF AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Board of Directors
Sharon Inkster
Director
Tantalum Mining Corporation of Canada Limited

Gordon Cyr
Director
Cyr Drilling International Ltd

John Lockhart/Richard Gibson
Director
San Gold Corporation

Roger Belair
Director
Dumas Contracting Ltd

Sirahuen Maldonado
Director
Graymont Western Canada Incorporated

Rod Cyr
Director
Rodren Drilling Ltd

Denis G. Beaudoin/Steve Wrixon
Director
Cementation Canada Incorporated

Graham Ennis
Director
Major Drilling Group International Inc

Derek Budge
Director
Redpath

James McDougall
Director
Alex MacIntyre & Associates

Bill Krasnozon
Director
Boart Longyear
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STATISTICS
•

Average # of Employees reduced from 3,984 in 2013 to 3,907 in 2014 – 2%
reduction

•

Exposure Hours reduced from 7,899,009 in 2013 to 7,475,908 in 2014 – 5.3%
reduction

•

Time loss injuries (LTA) increased from 20 in 2013 to 24 in 2014 – marginal increase

•

Lost Time Frequency Rate increased from 0.51 in 2013 to 0.64 in 2014 – marginal
increase

•

No fatalities occurred in 2014. One fatality has occurred in the last 14 years.

•

Days of lost time were from 882 in 2013 to 651 in 2014 – 26% significant reduction

•

The days of lost time, or the severity factor is important because days of lost time
are cost drivers whereby the frequency rate is basically an accounting of the number
of accidents.

•

Medical aid injuries were reduced from 521 in 2013 to 407 in 2014 – 22%
improvement

•

Total number of injuries were reduced from 541 in 2013 to 431 in 2014 – 20%
reduction

•

Total Injury Frequency rate improved slightly from 13.7 in 2013 to 11.5 in 2014
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COMPARISON CHARTS
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CERTIFICATES & AWARDS
Basic Mine Rescue Certification
Number of personnel qualified: 15
Standard Certification
Number of mine rescue personnel awarded: 14
Advanced Certification
Number of mine rescue personnel awarded: 9
Instructor Certification
Number of mine rescue personnel awarded: 2
Clint Parsons, Hudbay, Snow Lake & Dallas Henrikson, San Gold, Bissett
Director of Operations Training
Number of personnel trained: 13
Mine Rescue Service Awards
5 years: 1
15 years: 4
20 years: 2
25 years: 4
Congratulations to the recipients of these certificates and awards! As of today,
Manitoba has over 170 trained mine rescue heroes.

1985, Chisel Lake training
1
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2014 MANITOBA PROVINCIAL MINE RESCUE COMPETITION

2014 competition winner,
Hudbay Snow Lake:
Clint Parsons (Captain),
Adam Harrower, Terry
Hornyak, Bob Forsyth,
Stephen Reid, Aldon
Kowalchuk (ViceCaptain), Dave Kendall
(D.O.), Kevin Lief (Coach)
and Tony Butt (Coach).

In May 2014
2014, the competition was successfully held in Thompso
Thompson, Manitoba. The
emphasis on teamwork was very evident this year, helping one another, working
together, encouraging each other...truly functioning as a Manitoba team. Teams
representing Hudbay Flin Flon & Snow Lake, Vale, San Gold and Tanco competed
against one another at the annual competition.
The Technician Award is awarded to the individual who demonstrates the highest level
of proficiency in preparing the breathing apparatus for emergency respons situations.
In addition to be the host of this year’s event, Vale Manitoba Operations took home the
Runner Up Award.
Next year’s competition will be held in Flin Flon, Manitoba, May 22-23, 2015.

2014 Technician Award winner, Craig
Kulbaba, Tanco
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OUR FUTURE
The Manitoba mining industry sustainability requirements dictate a need for change.
In November 2013, a strategic planning discussion took place between MAMI board
members and rePlan, a consulting company, hired to develop a five year plan for the
associations.
Nearly a year later, at an October 2014 MAMI meeting, a transitional organization
structure was confirmed: MAPAM will integrate into the MAMI on July 1, 2015.
This change means, going forward, there will be a single Board of Directors supported
by a shared staff team. In addition, the creation and implementation of both a Safety
Committee and a Mine Rescue Committee will be accountable for the continued level
of service that MAPAM has provided as well as the continuation of the Mine Rescue
program as we know it today.
The new integrated board will encourage increased internal communication between
members and committees and external communication with stakeholders. It will
provide the ability to leverage the expertise, reputation, resources, and relationships
of the others when pursuing broader strategic goals to achieve positive outcomes for
members.
It also offers an opportunity for members to help design and develop a new brand for
Mine Safety in Manitoba.
Throughout its years in business as a safety association serving the members of the
mining industry, the focus of MAPAM has not wavered from its original mandate.
High on the priority list is its service to the member companies. Training is still a
key component although not as prevalent as it was in the past. WCB was, and still
is, a major focus. Interaction and liaison with government and other interest groups
continues to be an important contributor of MAPAM. Mine rescue and emergency
response preparedness is of primary significance to the industry and finally, state of the
art accident prevention and risk mitigation is fundamental to the work of MAPAM and the
mining industry.
Although its name may change and it will be under a new umbrella, MAPAM has, and
will continue to provide a quality service association that enhances and safeguards the
mining industry’s business activities.
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Never Falter - Never Fail
Hear the echo from the collar, from the portal comes the call.
The terror of a mining camp, this one grips us all.
There is fire in the mountain, the dragon comes from Hell.
Those who rise to meet him, Never Falter, Never Fail.
Team Captain, we ought to go home fishing, skip this nonsense, cast our line.
This makes no difference; we don't need the overtime.
Come on Cap' it's Saturday, let's not piss the day away.
Something made him quiver, he turned to me to say . . .
Kid, listen to this story, it's not new or old.
It's a small group of hands that stand out from the fold.
They have a common thread, eyes a different gleam.
From different lives and functions, they are members of a team.
Members of a team, Mine Rescue is its name.
Though it sounds romantic, it ain't no parlor game.
The work is hot and dirty, it is the Devils dreams.
In the smoke and darkness, nothings what it seems.
It can be confusing, under every stress.
Every step that's made, another brutal test.
It's work that flat repeats its self, thankless say some.
Training for a mission, they hope will never come.
A hope that is eternal, history bears that stripe.
They train for a single miner, that's banging on a pipe.
They train for his children , the tears that's in their eyes.
Mother, wife and father, they have to hear their cries.
Kid, this isn't about a trophy, it ain't coats or overtime;
it's our Honor and commitment, to those who work the mine.
So we're not going fishing, them lives are not for sale.
That miner is our brother. Never Falter, Never Fail.
Joel Tankersley
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